Brighton CCA Front Room Film
Echo in Time, Ciarán Wood
Part of Today’s gift is tomorrow’s commodity; a public programme
of events to accompany Today’s gift is tomorrow’s commodity.
Yesterday’s commodity is tomorrow’s found art object. Today’s
art object is tomorrow’s junk. And yesterday’s junk is tomorrow’s
heirloom by the Lloyd Corporation, on at Brighton CCA 28 Jan - 16
April 2022.
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The Lloyd Corporation’s exhibition takes the history of the barrel
as a unit of measurement, symbol of trade and embodiment of
trading narratives and the work reflects on the implications of
global economic policy for local economic infrastructures. As an
artist duo working across London and Athens they are interested in
public space and the city as a site for communication about politics,
experiences and marginalised communities.

Echo in Time is a film by Ciarán Wood that revisits and relinks
video footage from Coopers Town House in Liverpool filmed by his
father in 2000, the photographer Tom Wood. Coopers Town House,
previously The Sefton, is situated on Cases Street in Liverpool City
Centre, dwarfed next to the entrance of Clayton Square shopping
centre. Up until the 1960s, Cases Street lay between St. Johns
Shopping Market and the old Central Station, which have since been
demolished – Two examples of the wholesale destruction of squares
and streets in Liverpool city centre over the 1960s and 1970s. In 1986
the 180,000 square ft Clayton Square shopping centre was built, one
of its entrances coming right up to Coopers’ exterior wall on Cases
Street.
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The soul of the footage is a sense of familiarity, community and
togetherness, and a joy of physicality and connection with a space –

something absent in Britain at the time of writing, due to
the Covid-19 pandemic. The continuity throughout scenes
inside Coopers is the singing – with or without microphone –
interweaving class, race, trade and desire – keeping up the very
concept of a pub as a place that crosses social boundaries as a
refuge from the structures and systems outside of it. The pub
and Coopers are entry points to both Wood’s work and the
oral histories in Liverpool, something embodied “unconsciously
within the carpet tiles and tired patterns”. Although rooted
in the specificity of Liverpool, Echo in Time speaks to larger,
universal concerns about about community and the erasure and
marginalisation of working people and spaces they inhabit.
What follows is a chat about the work as part of the Front
Room Film distribution of Echo in Time, thinking about it in
connection to the Lloyd Corporation’s exhibition.
We hope you enjoy the film and the conversation and please do
get in touch with any thoughts, reflections or questions.
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Polly Wright: Hello Ciarán,
Firstly, it was really nice to talk with you the other day. Your
film continues to return to my mind since I first watched it last
Summer and I am really happy to be sharing it in connection to
Lloyd Corporation’s exhibition. I feel your film explores a series
of elements and themes present in their work from a different
perspective and location and it’s great to be in dialogue about
those overlaps, expansions and your work together here.
Shall we begin with the notion and history of trade? Could
you take us through the resonance of trade in your research of
Liverpool, in the conversations you had when making the work
and the ongoing effects of histories of trade in the film?
Ciarán Wood: Coopers sits on Cases Street in Liverpool City
Centre, a door down from the entrance to the Clayton Square
Shopping Centre, which was built in the late 80s and towers over
Cases Street – almost in direct opposition to the size and style
of the surrounding buildings and businesses. Kind-of-can’t-lookaway when you’re standing outside the shopping centre, but
once you’re inside it’s enourmo-anonymous. One of many areas
of wholesale destruction of Georgian era squares and streets in
Liverpool City Centre.
The original Clayton Square was built by Sarah Clayton,
who was an 18th Century merchant - the Clayton family
were merchants engaged with tobacco and sugar, but more
importantly the transatlantic slave trade. Much of the
background to Liverpool’s buildings and landmarks has
connections to the slave trade. It’s pertinent when looking at the
history of Liverpool, and when researching the site of the pub
itself and the surrounding streets and buildings, trade was clearly
synonymous. It was important to me to frame this - for this to
be information to take into the film, through the doors and into
Coopers. It’s there, lived-in history, in Liverpool itself. You can’t

get away or look away from it, so the context and resonance of
historic trade was important. More localised trade resonated with
my understanding and (spliced and merged with the written word
of Tom Calderbank in the film) conversations around the area –
forming the text skeleton of the film. Liverpool had many enclosed
and open street markets, on either side of Coopers. St John’s
Market, also altered from its original vast market hall to a more
brutalist precinct in the 1970s, was originally the prototype for
the many 19th century market halls being built in English cities.
This is all nicely summed up in the 1988 (1 year after demolition)
song by Liverpool songwriter Mick Head’s band Shack: Who killed
Clayton Square?

Remember the slums of the 60s?
Well they’re the fortunes of today
But there’s a bulldozer around
And it’s in your Street
Bringing Clayton Square to the ground
Could of sworn it was there last week
Have you ever been to Leeds?
Have you ever been to Merseyside?
The town planner’s coming
So, terraces run for your life.
From Who killed Clayton Square? By Shack
A contextual reference for me was ‘Barrabackslarrabang’, by
Imogen Stidworthy. It’s a film shot in two Liverpool pubs – The
Vines and The Lion Tavern, associated with (illegal) trade,
and as a result features backslang, which is a sort of localised
informal dialogue consisting of extra vowels and syllables being
inserted into normal speech – used to obscure discussions about
illegal activities... Backslang repels and alienates all but those ‘IN
THE KNOW’... And Liverpool-specific backslang absorbed other
elements of global trades passing through the docks. So you have
these interconnections of class, race and trade hidden in the voices

of the pub in Stidworthy’s film – it opened my eyes and ears to
the voices inside Coopers.
Trade also connects in this way, across social boundaries; the
birth of the modern railway in Britain (with Stephenson’s Rocket
leaving from Liverpool Edge Hill Station in 1830) connects us
to trade, consumer capitalism, and language – as it’s not hard
to make the connection between Standard Pronunciation being
established as trade became centred more and more around
London and the south.
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PW: I think it’s really interesting thinking about the voices that
come together and create the social fabric of a place, and that
share experiences informally. I really feel the passages of time in
the film. And actually, I’m always amazed by the year 2000 being
over 20 years ago! What was it like looking back at footage of
Coopers from 2000?
CW: Yes! The film derives from my dad’s original footage, shot
over some weeks and months in late-2000 and never edited.
Discovering it over lockdown, it felt even more removed from
(what was current) time. It transported me. The title, ‘Echo in

Time’ (thank you, Kiara Mohamed) is literal – it felt like an
alternate universe, fermenting all this time and bubbling up as I
opened it. But the concept itself of the relationship between me
and my dad is also to embrace and think about…

PW: For me, the concerns you talk about - of the erasure and
marginalisation of working people - really resonates with the
concerns throughout the Lloyd Corporation’s exhibition and the
objects they’ve chosen to collect and display. For example, the
crates containing and displaying abandoned storage units. Lloyd
Corporation talk about “object biographies”, of collections and
material accumulation and the connections between the items
themselves and the activities and circumstances that link them
together both in global capitalism and informal local economies.
How do “object biographies” relate to Echo in Time?
CW: What stood out to me were the carpets, the objects at the
bar, the embossed wallpaper, the grooves in the floor. It’s in
these specific objects, such as the carpet, where I feel like (an)
archive is held;
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With regards the pub, these are the things that give life purpose,
the places we find meaning, the places we can lose ourselves.
A sense of familiarity is there instantly, there’s community and
togetherness, and a joy of physicality and connection with a
space.
The noise, the jukebox, karaoke, there is a lot of audible content
in the air – some slight trepidation as well as excitement for
me, keeping up the very concept of a pub as a place that for
some crosses social boundaries as a refuge from the structures
and systems outside of it. Although rooted in the specificity
of Liverpool, Echo in time speaks to larger, universal concerns
about community and the erasure and marginalisation of working
people and spaces they inhabit. The pub and Coopers are entry
points to the oral histories in Liverpool, something embodied
unconsciously within the carpet tiles and tired patterns.

The Unconscious Carpet beneath their feet
Soaks up the dance steps and many pints spilt
The memory of all in the fabric’s weave world
Its crazy patterns are lysergic cobbles vibrating…
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If you remove all the people, the carpets, strips of wallpaper,
brass bar handles all remain as relics. I think Liverpool was
the first region placed under the COVID tier system 3 when

I went to film inside Coopers. It was just eerie, there was only
food delivery through the snow on pedal bikes. That time, and
throughout those extreme restrictions – it felt a bit unjust, an
experiment, an unknown. More divide and conquer from the
Conservative and Unionist Party of Great Britain...

PW: Lastly, for now, I’m keen for you to share a bit more about
your process and practice. Something the Lloyd Corporation
speak about is a method of ‘call and response’ in their work and
I think this resonates with the way you collaborated to make this
film?

“Pub” is short for “public house”, originally a building open to
the public - and recalling, or invoking a full and boisterous pub
in the context of mass emptiness of pubs, bars, clubs, was surreal
but also important, in a way. It felt responsive, and immediate the reverse of how that whole lockdown period felt.
There was an ongoing uncertainty for the duration I was filming
so then working between different memories of these spaces - from
the original 20-year-old footage to the newly captured film - as
well as the fact that the space existed but could not be used, or
accessed felt important. Even though the object ‘features’ of the
original footage had been upgraded, replaced, removed, the pub
contained newer objects with a greater meaning and sensibility
through being unused. I found myself filming the dust. What is
left are relics, paused, awoken through the archive - an echo in
time.
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With the lockdown impacting my ability to move around the city
and the country, I really appreciated the presence and support
of Kiara Mohamed – we would talk over Zoom in what felt like
very relaxed studio visits. I made sequences from the original
tapes and played them back and forth, watching and listening for
arrangements. It became about what was said and unsaid, it was
almost two separate processes, working with the visual, and the
audio.
I wrote a lot in response to the footage, writing as a practice
helps me formulate the direction of a lot of my work. I had
scraps of writing partly kicked off through a dialogue with friend
and writer Kev Kharas. Alongside raw footage from Coopers,
I wanted there to be a real dialogue between the voice(s) and
the original raw footage. I wanted to work as organically as
possible through the edit, and let the original footage mediate
a response and an understanding - from whoever was involved.

When I was introduced to Tom Calderbank immediately the
process clicked, it felt natural and tactile – I gave prompts and
snippets of text, and formed a dialogue with him, who then
introduced poet Judy Mazonowicz to the process. I loved that
they both went to Coopers over lockdown and recorded their
verses outside the closed doors, unprompted - their enthusiasm
and responses constantly seeped into the edit, bringing the room
to life again and again.
					With thanks to the contributors to Echo in Time: Tom
Calderbank, Judy Mazonowicz, Kev Kharas. Echo in Time was
supported by Grundy Art Gallery, Blackpool.
Ciarán Wood is an artist born in Liverpool and based in the
UK, working predominantly with video installation. His work
originates in historical and personal video footage, using the
medium to revisit and reposition events, questioning its function
of recording a moment. He recently graduated from the Dutch
Art Institute. His works have recently been presented in group
shows at Rupert, Vilnius; Lítost, Prague; Grundy Art Gallery,
Blackpool; Palais de Tokyo, Paris; Kunstmuseum Luzern, amongst
others.
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Polly Wright is the Programme Producer at Brighton CCA.
Read more about Today’s gift is tomorrow’s commodity.
Yesterday’s commodity is tomorrow’s found art object. Today’s
art object is tomorrow’s junk. And yesterday’s junk is tomorrow’s
heirloom by the Lloyd Corporation at brightoncca.art
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Between The Crick and The Crack
by Tom Calderbank
There’s a crack
There’s a crick in our collective neck
From forever looking backwards
And I’m not one of them
From the rose-tinted blue remembered hills brigade
Banging on and on about the good-old-days
(SINGS) Those were the days, my friend,
Who thought they’d ever end?
(And while we’re at it does EVERY bloody thing
Have to spark a song round here…?)
Where was I? What’s the craic?
Oh yeah: there’s a crick, there’s a crack, there’s a lack, there’s a loss.
St John’s Market, for example
The real one, not the jarg effort there now,
A people’s palace
Heart of the community, culture, economy, inexplicably
Removed via radical surgery
Dreams demolished to make way for the future
Pedestrian walkways in the pie, sorry, sky
Skyhigh pie. Everybody knows
Planners did more damage than the Luftwaffe
And I know there’s no use
Crying over spilt buildings
But we’re haunted in this Ghost Town
By phantom architecture:
Central Station, The Sailor’s Home, Dooley’s Tower, The Davey Lew
Regrets? We’ve had a few…another one…? Don’t mind if I do…
There’s a crick, there’s a click, there’s a clock, tick-tock
There’s a crock, but not o’ gold,
Because you can never go back

Somewhere Ovey the rainbow
And when THAT penny drops
There’s a click, there’s a clack, there’s a crick,
There’s a crack.
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